Chem 348

Problem Set 4

Due: Tuesday, June 1 (Extension to Friday, June 4 if desired)

1. A chemical decomposition.
Consider the decomposition of ammonium hydroxide into ammonia and water:
NH4 OH → NH3 + H2 O.
We call the decomposition of the ammonium hydroxide the “forward reaction”. For this problem, you
will assume that the “backward reaction,” the generation of ammonium hydroxide from ammonia and
water, is negligible. We will use p(t) to denote the probability that a single ammonium hydroxide
molecule has not yet decomposed after a time t, and we will use [NH4 OH], [NH3 ], and [H2 O] to
denote the concentrations of the three chemical species.

(i) Imagine recording the fate of a single ammonium hydroxide molecule every ∆t units of time. If
at the beginning of the ∆t time interval the molecule is intact, the probability of decomposing by the
end of the time interval is given by α. What is p(n∆t), the probability that the initial ammonium
hydroxide molecule has not decomposed at time t = n∆t after an integer number n of such ∆t
intervals? Express your answer in terms of n and α.
[Hint: You can (and should) assume that the behavior during one interval ∆t does not impact the
probability of decomposition in the other intervals of time.]
(ii) As the time interval ∆t is made smaller, α will also decrease. We define
α
,
kf = lim
∆t→0 ∆t
which is the probability per unit time of a molecular decomposition in an infinitesimal time interval.
By taking the ∆t → 0 limit of your answer to (i), express p(t) in terms of kf and t.
n
[Hint: ex = limn→∞ 1 + nx .]
(iii) Use your answer to (ii) to derive an expression for dp(t)/dt in terms of kf and p(t). In the event
that you could not figure out (ii), I will award partial credit if you are able to write down the correct
expression by intuition or by working backwards from (iv).
(iv) Assume you start with N ammonium hydroxide molecules in a volume V . Relate p(t) to
[NH4 OH](t) and use (iii) to derive the rate of decay of the NH4 OH concentration:
d[NH4 OH]
= ...
dt
(v) Our procedure in this problem appears to be quite generic. We’ve said nothing about the chemical
mechanism of decomposition, only that the probability of decomposing in time ∆t is α. Why then
could some molecules actually decompose with a decay probability different than the one you found
in (ii)? (I’m looking for something more than the fact that we have neglected the backward reaction.)
2. Dynamic equilibrium. Now we will no longer neglect the backward reaction, but will rather consider
the dynamic equilibrium
kf

−⇀
NH4 OH ↽
− NH3 + H2 O.
kr
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I assume you know from past studies that a standard model is to assume the backward reaction is “first
order” in each of the products, meaning the concentration of ammonium hydroxide increases due to
the backward reaction with a rate
d[NH4 OH]
= kr [H2 O][NH3 ].
dt
Such a model comes from the assumption that reaction is elementary: that the backward reaction
requires H2 O to collide with NH3 , and that the probability of such a collision would increase linearly
in the concentrations of each species. When the reaction occurs in aqueous solution, it is routine to
define the effective first order rate constant kr′ = kr [H2 O] since [H2 O], the concentration of water in
aqueous solution, is effectively constant. Then, we might view the reaction as
kf

⇀
NH4 OH −
↽
− NH3 .
kr′

(i) You’re helping a freshman friend with his general chemistry homework and he keeps referring to
kf , kr , and kr′ as “rates.” What is wrong with calling all of these parameters rates as opposed to rate
constants?
(ii) Your freshman friend tells you about the concept of an equilibrium constant. He says that people
like to look at
Keq =

[NH3 ]eq
,
[NH4 OH]eq

where [NH3 ]eq and [NH4 OH]eq are the long-time equilibrium concentrations. Use the principle of
detailed balance at equilibrium (the equality of the rate of NH4 OH production and degradation) to
show that Keq can be written in terms of kf and kr′ .
(iii) Thinking back to Problem 1, you realize that instead of viewing
Keq =

[NH3 ]eq
[NH4 OH]eq

in terms of concentrations, you could consider
Keq =

pNH3
pNH4 OH

,

where pNH3 and pNH4 OH are the equilibrium probabilities that a single molecule switching between
O2 and H2 O2 states will occupy each option. This now looks like a partitioning between two possibilities, so you realize Keq must be a ratio of an O2 partition function and an H2 O2 partition function.
You guess that
Keq =

pNH3
pNH4 OH

=

QNH3
e−βANH3
= −βA
,
NH4 OH
QNH4 OH
e

implying
∆A = ANH3 − ANH4 OH = −kB T ln

pNH3
pNH4 OH

= −kB T ln Keq .

The Q’s are the canonical partition functions and ∆A is the difference in Helmholtz free energy
between O2 and H2 O2 . You’re feeling really pumped about these cool connections you’re making
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thanks to your new found love of statistical mechanics, but then your freshman friend bursts your
bubble. He points you to an equation in his book that reads:
∆G = −kB T ln Keq .
Why does the book have the Gibbs free energy difference ∆G on the left-hand side instead of the
Helmholtz free energy difference ∆A?
(iv) Still working with the effective first-order backward reaction
k

f
⇀
NH4 OH −
↽
− NH3

kr′

write down the coupled differential equations for the changes in ammonium hydroxide and ammonia
concentrations:
d[NH4 OH]
= ...
dt
d[NH3 ]
= ...
dt
(v) The solution to the differential equations should take the form
[NH4 OH](t) − [NH4 OH]eq = ([NH4 OH](0) − [NH4 OH]eq ) e−t/τ ,
where [NH4 OH](0) is the initial ammonium hydroxide concentration. In terms of kf and kr′ , what is
the time constant τ ?
3. Do you smell that? I’m worried people are going to fall asleep in lecture, so I decide to open up a
bottle of perfume at the front of the room the moment I see someone start to nod off. Let’s try to figure
out how long it will take before they smell it.
(i) Let us first assume that the random walk models we’ve worked so laboriously to understand can
help us explain the situation! In other words, we assume that each perfume molecules can be modeled
as moving in some direction until it collides with an air molecule, at which point the perfume randomly
gets kicked in a new directly. We have seen that the spread of the random walkers (in this case
perfume molecules) goes like δR2 T = 2dDT , where d is the dimensionality and D is the perfume’s
diffusion constant. Since we live in a three dimensional world, R2 = X 2 + Y 2 + Z 2 and d = 3. If
perfume has a diffusion constant in air of 10−6 m2 s−1 , estimate the time for the perfume to reach the
dozing student 5 meters away.
(ii) Is your answer to (i) reasonable? What else could be going on?
(iii) While we’re crunching numbers, let’s think about the self-diffusion of water, that is to say one
molecule diffuses in a background of other water molecules (as opposed to the perfume in a background of air). The self-diffusion constant for a water molecule in liquid water is about 10−5 cm2 /sec.
Assuming the liquid is at equilibrium and not stirred, what are the typical times for a water molecule
to move one molecular diameter (about 0.3 nm)? What about across the surface of a protein (about 1
nm)? Finally, a macroscopic distance (about 1 cm)?
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